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Abstrat

Prostheti arm researh fouses on "bioni" but not body powered arms. Forensi mediine

is a demanding environment, also physially, also for non-disabled people, on both large and

small metri sales (distanes, weights, size). The �rst author (WS) is in a unique position to

provide diret omparison of a "bioni" myoeletri iLimb Revolution (Touh Bionis) and a

ustomized body powered arm (CBPA). The CBPA ontains a number of new developments

initiated or developed by the user (WS) whereas the seond author (DE) assembled the pros-

theses: (1) quik lok steel wrist unit developed after WS' spei�ations in ooperation with a

manufaturer speializing in onnetors; (2) able mount modi�ed to allow for omplex rather

than unilateral urved fore distribution initiated and developed by WS; (3) avoiding nerve om-

pression typial for onventional �gure 9 harnesses (F9H) with a ast shape modeled shoulder

anhor that also dereases extension to open gripper from around 12-15 m (F9H) to around

5 m, initiated by WS, developed by both authors; (4) suspension with usual ompliations

(ongestion or frition) on the stump was improved by employing a soft double layer with a pin-

loked (Ossur Ielok) liner (Ohio Willowwood) and tube gauze (Molnlyke), initiated by DE.

The iLimb is mounted on an epoxy soket; a lanyard �xed liner (Ohio Willowwood) ontains

magneti eletrodes (Liberating Tehnologies). Results: side by side omparison with wearing

these devies for 12-14 hours a day for two weeks under realisti (real) work onditions shows

that the CBPA provides reliable, omfortable, e�etive, powerful as well as subtle servie with

minimal maintenane; most notably, grip reliability, grip dosage, grip performane, enter of

balane, omponent wear down, sweat / temperature independene and skin state are good.

This is relevant as Swiss disability insurane spei�ally supports prostheses that enable atual

work integration.

Short Biography � Wolf Shweitzer is a Swiss forensi pathologist who makes use of his

prostheti arm devies for daily work. The job ontains aspets not even non-disabled people

an master all too easily (temperature ranges outdoors -10 to 35 deg C; wearing full protetive

gear; handling, undressing, turning and moving of bodies in the full human adult weight range

with the spei� requirement to not introdue any injuries; detailed grip work in ontext of

instrument and evidene olletion usage inluding foreps, salpel, dissetion, syringes).
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1 Bakground

What is this?

This aount of embodying intelligent behavior ontrasts the weird world of dis-

ability and prostheti o�erings with job and everyday life reality. This analytial

and tehnial development approah is starved to pure appliation fous and

unforgiving funtional ritiism already at the benh. This has one aim: to en-

able work, at the very front, within the most modern ontemporary forensi

pathology

1

. The key user and iniatiator of the user-driven designs detailed in

this poster/text, Wolf Shweitzer, uses prostheti arms for daily work as a senior

forensi pathologist. He is a 49 year old right below elbow amputee sine 2008

due to a tumor, possibly aused by radiation after working with emergeny radi-

ology equipment 15 years prior. He always kept physially �t (2016's ompetitive

swimming 200m �y around 3:30, 100m freestyle around 1:10, IPC lass S9). Sine

2008, he pushes his own solution oriented prostheti arm part development (de-

tailed notes aross the years on www.swisswu�.h/teh). Resulting performane

within that work environment (spei�ations see below) earned him three on-

seutive promotions sine. He applied for, obtained and owns insurane funded

equipment aross the normally available options, and thus is in a unique position

to provide hand(s) on experiene as well as diret omparison (also) of a "bioni"

myoeletri i-Limb Revolution (Touh Bionis) (TBI) and a ustomized body

powered arm (CBPA).

What is the urrent researh fous in prostheti arm teh-

nology?

Most ontemporary prostheti arm researh and development (laudable reent ex-

eptions in aademia ontain the Yale's Grab Lab (https://www.eng.yale.edu/grablab/),

the Delft Institute of Prosthetis and Orthotis (http://www.dipo.3me.tudelft.nl/)

and, industrially, a number of prostheti omponent providers inluding Bob

Radoy at TRS: http://www.trsprosthetis.om; Bradley Veath at Toughware

PRX (variable pinh fore prehensor): http://www.toughwareprx.om/; Hosmer:

1

We invented and founded Virtopsy (www.virtopsy.om) and founded the International Soiety of Forensi Radiology and

Imaging ISFRI (www.isfri.org) and the Journal of Forensi Radiology and Imaging JOFRI (www.jofri.om).
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Figure 1: On loation � Death senes that warrant a board erti�ed senior forensi

pathologist to travel on loation and perform a full body investigation with forensi

sientists and photography usually are "extraordinarily extraordinary". Indoors or

outdoors work [A: staged death sene showing protetive gear (arrow); B: outdoors

death sene with burn vitim on passenger seat (arrow) in a -15 deg C winter night

with ie and snow overed roads℄ usually is problemati on several levels; at this

partiular death sene with the burnt ar, several speialists repeatedly fell to the

ground due to extremely slippery and steep ground. Undressing a body (C: deep

hand / �nger injury, details in D through F) requires areful preservation of losely

attahed evidene so that even an attaker's hair remains in plae (C, D: dressed

body; E, F: undressed). Attaker was a at in this instane.

http://hosmer.om/; Randall Alley at Biodesigns: http://www.biodesigns.om)

fouses on myoeletri[1, 2, 3℄ ("bioni"[4℄) but not body powered arms de-

spite over six deades of unsolved myoeletri tehnology inherent issues: skin

problems[5℄, postural interferene[6℄, weight/enter of gravity, durability, noise,

appearane[7, 8℄. Insuranes usually are legally restrited to �naning ost e�e-

tive prostheses

2

that target individual work requirements; that restrition also

aims to avoid individuals having to re-shool for a di�erent profession. So, su-

essful "real life" prostheti arm design may vary widely between individuals and

their jobs, and thus must be tested and built with that in mind.

2

Swiss Insurane Law UVG artile 11 ontains that supportive measures [inl. prostheti arms℄ must be simple and e�etive

[as to their intended purpose℄.
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Figure 2: Oupational strains � A: Duration of deployment orrelates with ex-

essive sweat; myoeletri sensors start to usually fail due to sweat (purple line)

after 10 minutes of bodily exertion, a third of a minimal duration of a death sene

investigation; after 1 h working on sene, exessive sweating ours in 50% of all

ases and before 2 hours are reahed in all ases; logisti regression Chi-Square

LR p<0.001. B: Half of the non-remote but all of the remote loations gener-

ated exessive sweating (Chi Square LR p=0.0036). C: Undressing a body also

ontributes to sweating.

What requirements to prostheti arms exist in reality?

From a rehabilitation view disability initiated re-shooling should be avoided:

it is both ostly and risky as it an have most serious negative biographial

ompliations[9℄). With that, individual job assignments determine tasks the arm

amputee has to solve, and that their individual prosthesis must address. How-

ever, 77% of aquired adult arm amputations are traumati[10℄, whih points to

a predominane of blue ollar

3

workers in that ommunity[11℄. Individual gen-

eral and arm stump ondition (skin, length, et.) determines what omponents

and suspension an be (and are) worn and how long. Manual ability of the re-

sulting prostheti devie in ontext of overall requirements and individual skills

determine funtional outome. Many tasks, and partiularly lifting very heavy or

large objets, may be better solved without prostheti arm as the stump is often

better funtionally[12℄ so that balaning out anatomial asymmetry in repetitive

hard duty work[13℄ may remain as only orthopedi key argument for wearing a

prostheti arm.

Forensi mediine �eld work is a harsh work environment beyond usual aa-

3

From Wikipedia: "Industrial and manual workers often wear durable anvas or otton lothing that may be soiled during

the ourse of their work. Navy and light blue olors oneal potential sweat, dirt or grease on the worker's lothing, helping him

or her to appear leaner."
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Figure 3: A: Manner of death (x-axis) indiretly de�nes required manual skill level

(y-axis) in that suspeted homiides are most hallenging, manual skill wise (Chi

Square LR p=0.0013). B: Manner of death (x-axis) also signi�antly orrelates

with sweating being a signi�ant workplae issue for suspeted homiides (100%),

aidents (80%) and others (about 50%) (Chi Square LR p=0.005).

demi appreiation of arm amputee rehabilitation (exeption:[14℄

4

). Current aa-

demi forays into testing ignore suh and employ largely irrelevant tasks that

lak standardization (e.g., widely variable mug or jar shapes, sizes and materials;

unde�ned lothespin parameters; irrelevant suess metri for parours; irrelevant

wire loop test) [15, 16, 17, 18, 19℄) and thus suessfully avoid identifying prob-

lems of relevane in "real life". Admittedly, sitting down in an o�e and "testing"

prostheses by lothespin reloation is far less daunting than "real work". As nei-

ther prostheti industries nor aademi researh possessed or shared any atual

insight, understanding, interest or fous to push development to render prostheti

arm tehnology "enabling" for forensi mediine, in this instane, "user initiated"

development was the logial default fall-bak ("If I do not do this myself no one

will do it").

2 Forensi Mediine as a Work Environment

Routine death sene investigations involve handling, maintenane, leaning and

transport of equipment, inluding arrying equipment also to remote loations;

4

From [14℄: "Health professionals o�ered little real help. Farmers in this study reported that health professionals assigned

to assist them in their reovery were stymied beause they laked basi knowledge and understanding of farming."
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it involves handling, undressing, turning and moving of bodies in the full human

weight range personally and by the forensi pathologist, with a spei� goal to

not plae new injuries (Fig. 1). It entails bimanual instrument handling and ev-

idene olletion (foreps, salpel, dissetion, syringes, swabs), manipulation of

fragile, putre�ed or severely injured bodies or body parts, wide ambient temper-

ature ranges, �uid or gaseous biohazards, 24 hour on-all work, wearing full body

protetive overalls, a 24/7 �tness to drive at all weathers and assoiated heavy

sweating[20℄.

Death senes / �eld work

Retrospetive evaluation of oupational aspets overed WS' most reent 48 on-

seutive ases (notes, protools). Duration of on-site work (deployment) from 0.5

to 6 hours. Ambient temperature range -14,5 to +30,3 deg C. Manner of death:

mehanial violene with suspeted homiide (10 ases), suiide (11), aident (5)

and natural or poisoning (22). Weight of bodies (median) 77,5 kg (range: 50-130

kg). Manual handling of the body aggravated by skin not being dry and lean

(as it was in 21 ases): putrefation (5 ases), harring / burning (1), signi�ant

amounts of blood (8) and slippery skin (13) due to various reasons (sweat, wa-

ter, grease, et.). His own sweating being an atual issue for the investigator was

noted where his lothes started to beome soaked (dripping) (see Fig. 2, 3 and

4); there, breaks had to be taken to empty the prostheti liner from exessive

�uid. A manual skill level (MSL) was subjetively judged to range from 1 to 10,

with 10 being di�ult given experiene. Clean/dry bodies averaged an MSL of

4.2 versus a 8.3 sore for non-lean/non-dry bodies (Wiloxon p<0.0001). Clean

and dry bodies were substantially more frequently part of the natural/tox manner

of death, whereas aidental, suiidal and homiidal death ases ontributed to

signi�antly more bodies with a non-lean body surfae (Chi-Squ p=0.009). Man-

ner of death (in sequene of dereasing MSL) were suspeted homiide, aident,

suiide and natural/tox (Fig. 3); massive sweat issues ourred (in dereasing per-

entage of ases) in suspeted homiides (100%), aidents (80%), suiides and

natural/tox ases (about 50%). All numerial results non-normally distributed.

Further doumentation was obtained using a soket mounted video amera (Fig.

11).
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Figure 4: PCA shows that the atual fators diretly impating exessive sweat

ausing soaked lothes are duration of deployment and manual skill level esti-

mate. Weight of body, and requirement to undress the body pale against these in

omparison for the examiner in question (WS).

O�e, researh and laboratory work

See

5

: (1) Typing: our department issues all forensi and mediolegal output, qual-

ity management, areditation, orrespondene, ourse and eduation related as

well as sienti� work, in typed up form. This may ontain 8-10 hours a day of

onstant text reation and editing[13℄. Voie reognition not always an option.

(2) Researh and laboratory work requires handling of ontainers, substanes,

tissues, glass slides, often relatively fragile and expensive examination equipment

(ameras, sanners, mirosopes, pump devies, very heavy ontainers with spe-

ial liquids, et.) so, a "no failure" requirement exists for most grasp, transport or

other manipulation tasks. Devie falls or drops, spillage and other handling ai-

dents suh as ontamination an be a real problem. (3) Meetings, presentations,

negotiations. There, a prostheti arm has the duty to hide the visually o�ensive

handiap, to redue distration and allow others to better fous on any atually

relevant topis at hand.

5

http://www.virtopsy.om
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A B C D

Figure 5: A: Conventional �gure 9 harness (Otto Bok, Germany) ompressed the

brahial plexus (red star: ompression point; mathing anatomy diagram in B) in

what is a well known problem, also for bakpaks. C, D: New development with a

omposite �exible thermoplasti EVA (ethyl-vinly aetate) and rigid arbon �ber

shoulder anhor that e�etively solves the problem by shifting the pressure point to

the humeral head and deltoid musle (red star) while relieving the brahial plexus

(green star).

3 Prostheti arms - problem spei�ation and so-

lutions

Charaterization o�-shelf myoeletri tehnology / TBI prob-

lems

(TBI-1) sweat interferene with the eletrode funtion of the TBI with eletrode

malfuntion after 10 minutes[23℄ (3 trials, see Fig. 2); (TBI-2) glove durability:

gloves would deteriorate to the point of requiring replaement as early as after

10 minutes of ar washing [24℄ or when left alone [25℄ without option to use

non-manufaturer issued other gloves[26℄; (TBI-3) postural interferene with grip

funtion[6℄; (TBI-4) general lak of reliable eletrode funtion; (TBI-5) weak grip

and weak hand (with low hand weight and low grip fore being mutually exlu-

sive onstraints); (TBI-6) lak of repeatably reliable preision grip[27, 28℄ due

to unoordinated i-Limb motors with the only synhroniity being simultaneous

start and stop; (TBI-7) skin blisters after 10 hours of wearing the TBI for o�e

work[5℄ mildly improved by using a gel liner; (TBI-8) enter of gravity too distally

loated ausing painful shoulder and elbow tension after a few hours of typing

already; (TBI-9) irreonilable use vs. warranty issues and (TBI-10) problems

with battery funtion down to -15 deg C ambient temperature; (TBI-11) Loud /

irritating noise that distrats others (1) in meetings and (2) when working in the
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Figure 6: "PUPPCHEN" wrist � design details[21℄: It ontains one part, the wrist

mount proper, that resides on the end of the prostheti soket (Fig. 6/#3) and

a seond part, an adaptor, that resides on the terminal devie (Fig. 6/#4). The

design priniple of the lok uses balls (Fig. 6/#3, B). They hold the adaptor (Fig.

6/#4) inside the soket-side wrist unit (Fig. 6/#3) by residing in a irular groove

of that adaptor (Fig. 6/#4, H). The pressure on these balls fore them inside that

irular groove. That pressure an be released by turning the lok (Fig. 6/#3, D)

in suh a way that a shoulder inside that lok (Fig. 6/#3, A) is displaed so that

the balls (Fig. 6/#3, B) an slide bak and release the adaptor (ompare Fig.

6/#1 and Fig. 6/#2: blak square). Rotation of the terminal devie is prevented

by interloking the adaptor's lower rim (Fig. 6/#4, K) with a mathing ring

ontained in the wrist (Fig. 6/#3, C). The loking/unloking swith (Fig. 6/#3,

D) is pushed up by virtue of springs at its base (Fig. 6/#3, E). When unloking

the wrist (Fig. 6/#2), these springs (Fig. 6/#3, E) get squeezed.
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Figure 7: Opening the loked wrist lok. Left image: Grab wrist unit with a �rm

grip. Middle image: Pull wrist unit towards soket. Right image: Turn wrist unit

to lok it in the 'open' position.

Figure 8: Changing terminal devie position. Left image: pull out terminal devie

by a few millmeters. Turn it. Push it bak in. � Closing the wrist lok. Middle

image: Grab wrist unit. Turn it to allow it to slide bak. Right image: Allow wrist

unit to slide bak. It is pushed into the 'loked' position ny ation of internal

springs.

A B C
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Figure 9: A: Wrist unit (diagram see Fig. 6, usage Figs. 7-8) with soket mounted

side (1) and terminal devie adapters (2: UNF 1/2-20 threading; 3,4: Otto Bok

sub-16mm diameter). B, C: assembled CBPA with (1) terminal devie, (2) wrist,

(3) arbon �ber soket, (4) able, (5) shoulder mount/brae.

o�e or at home.
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Figure 10: Bowden able setup[22℄: bendable but not strethable element (6) on

whih two anhor points (4,5) are mounted between whih the able housing,

sheath or onduit (3) for a able (1,2) is plaed so that any pull along the a-

ble will foredly press the endings of the sheath/onduit/housing (3) �rmly into

the anhor points (4,5) whih as a design priniple requires that the distane

between the anhorpoints (4,5) is always smaller than the length of the onduit

(3).

A
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H
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K

Figure 11: Soket mounted amera with video stills from workplae video dou-

mentation. CBPA (A-D) suessfully grasps and holds on to plasti over to pull

body over from striker to CT table. TBI (E-H) an be seen to slip o� not able

to pull about 70 kg body weight by pulling plasti over. Also, TBI fails to open

jar with petrohemial substane (I-H) despite leaning jar surfae to make it less

slippery.

Charaterization o�-shelf body powered tehnology / CBPA

problems

(CBPA-1) Cable tear down every 4-10 days using Otto Bok (OB) standard om-

ponents [29℄. (CBPA-2) Prostheti wrist unit spring dilation and insu�iently

large diameter variation range of OB adapter omponentry within several weeks

[30℄. (CBPA-3) Nerve ompression using OB �gure 9 harness (F9H) after pro-

longed usage of grippers with high voluntary opening grip fores[31℄ ausing

arpal tunnel syndrome in a double rush injury onstellation (detailed neuro-

logial examination was obtained) (Fig. 5). [32℄. (CBPA-4) Frition/sweat rashes

ourred every 1-2 weeks, fored a pause to wearing the prostheti arm usually for

3-5 days and required treatment; Ossur Ieross Upper-X liners aused ongestion

ezema at the end of the stump due. (CBPA-5) Frequent dilation and deteriora-

tion of grippers of OB (hands, "hooks") aused grip reliability and repair down

times and ost.
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Solution for body powered arm and user-driven modi�a-

tions / CBPA

(CBPA-1) able mount modi�ed to inorporate Bowden able priniple on �exi-

ble / soft body urve shapes, to allow for omplex rather than unilateral urved

fore distribution [22℄, see Fig. 9 B/C and Fig. 10; (CBPA-2) quik lok steel wrist

unit "PUPPCHEN" developed after WS' spei�ations[21℄ (Fig. 6�9); (CBPA-3)

avoiding nerve ompression typial for onventional F9H with a ast shape mod-

eled shoulder anhor that also dereases extension to open gripper from around

12-15 m (F9H) to around 5 m[32℄ (Fig. 5). No partiular innovation by the

authors was neessary when improving upon the following problems: (CBPA-4)

suspension inherent ompliations (ongestion or frition) on the stump was dra-

matially improved by employing a soft double layer with a pinloked (Ossur

Ielok) gel liner (Ohio Willowwood) and tube gauze (Molnlyke), initiated by

DE (white sok like parts in Fig. 9B); (CBPA-5) ooperation of WS with Bradley

Veath when developing the V2P; ooperation with John Beker on tuning issues

of the Beker Hand; hange to professionally using hook devies by Hosmer (most

notably, for death senes, a user-tweaked[33℄ (bakloking) Model 6 work hook).

Realisti o�-work testing already with well doumented perfet results[34℄. All

materials hosen for optimized stain/odor behavior when worn diretly on skin.

Solution for myoeletri arm - TBI

The TBI is mounted on an epoxy soket via a �xed wrist adapter due to length

onstraints (stump too long/funtional to �t a powered wrist) and a lanyard

�xed liner (Ohio Willowwood) ontaining magneti eletrodes (Liberating Teh-

nologies); hard double layer sokets failed due to thin skin and rapid extensive

bruising as well as stump volume instability over time; ustom liner solutions

failed due to elastiity restritions of proessed materials (liners were either too

narrow ausing pain or too wide, not providing suspension). Battery plaement

was towards the elbow for less distal enter of gravity. Further improvements

are not possible due to both inherent tehnology limitations (ILT) or manufa-

turer's restritions (MR): (TBI-1) sweat interferene ILT, (TBI-2) glove durability

MR, (TBI-3) postural interferene ILT, (TBI-4) lak of eletrode reliability ILT,

(TBI-5) weakness ILT/MR, (TBI-6) grip issues MR, (TBI-7) stump skin damage
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ILT, (TBI-8) enter of gravity ausing musle strain problems MR/ILT, (TBI-

9) warranty issues MR, (TBI-10) ambient temperature range in�uening battery

funtion ILT, and (TBI-11) noise redution was reported to TB representative

/ importer but never remedied (thus lassi�ed MR). Summarizing the resulting

devie from troubleshooting perspetive, the TBI does not even work for oktail

parties (TBI-3, TBI-8, TBI-11) nor does it ome lose to even light o�e work

(TBI-2, TBI-4, TBI-7, TBI-8). It does not surprise that the devie annot pos-

sibly be used for forensi pathology �eld work (TBI-1, TBI-2, TBI-3; as these

already prelude the assessment, we an stop here).

Tehnology advantages weighed against eah other

TBI advantage is not so muh its adaptive grip (the body powered mehanial

Beker hand has that as well) but the option to swith grips with the partiularly

helpful option for a �at hand with full �nger extension. CBPA advantages are a

lose, snug, swift and immediate feel to the dynami integration of the prostheti

ontrol into body motion. While a myth exists that a TBI is ognitively[35, 36℄

more hallenging to ontrol if at all it works (see below), harsh work environments

with hazardous aspets generally bene�t from overly reliable, overly simple and

overly straightforward situations as the examiner on duty may want to invest his

vast intelletual resoures elsewhere than trying to fore an unwilling "bioni"

prostheti devie (onsider problems TBI-1 thru 10) into submission.

4 Methods and materials

Grip strengths were measured with a Camry 200Lbs/90kg digital hand dynamome-

ter (Camry, Kowloon, Hongkong). Statistis and diagrams with JMP (SAS Insti-

tute, Cary, NC, USA). Wrist materials aluminum (over/lid) and Ramax (Udde-

holm, Düsseldorf, Germany). Cable suspension instanes with ustom materials

and Shimano prelubriated brake able sheaths (Shimano, Osaka, Japan). Soket

side videos aptured with Mobius AtionCam / Innoovv C3 amera (same amera

type; Innovv, Hizhou City, Guangdong, China).
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Results for

task/issue

TBI (i-Limb) CBPA (body powered)

Carry items for more

than 8m distane.

Frequent drops due to postural

interferene

♯
.

No problem.

Pull and reliably

hold urved (extrem-

ities) or �at (fabri)

shapes[37℄.

Lak of useful grip for �at shapes, lak of

grip power, lak of soket (suspension) om-

fort and �t for heavy extremity pulling or

holding

♯
.

No problem.

Grip spei�s: reli-

able dynami grip

planning, surfae of

gripper[37℄.

Preision grip annot be planned well

mainly due to un-synhronized dynami �n-

ger on�guration[27, 28℄; it is too weak;

grips (as the devie) may be beautifully

"hand shaped" but there is no reliable for-

ward dynami hand shape stability. Man-

ufaturer issued gloves torn up as early as

after 10-15 minutes of work and annot just

be swapped.

Rigid gripper on�guration o�ers far more

reliable dynami forward planning for grips;

"hook" grip is always a preision grip whose

3D + time on�guration is well known in

advane[27, 28℄ also for demanding work

situations so it utilizes only minimal mental

resoures. Hooks an be swapped, leaned,

disinfeted very easily.

Typing[13℄. Shoulder and elbow pain due to (a) weight

/ enter of gravity and (b) ompensatory

posture required to �t awkward hand shape

into typing position. Skin abrasions and

blisters due to frition over a few hours[5℄.

No problem. Ideal posture[38℄. Gripper

("hook") and wrist spei�ially designed

and built for hard push operations.

Sweat issues. Eletrode ontrol loss after 10 minutes[23℄

with shortest examinations of 30 minutes

♯
.

No problem other than having to pour out

sweat oasionally.

Overall reliability. Battery, sweat, soket �t, eletrode funtion

("bad hand day"), software issues and hand

grip ontrol issues lead to a rating as absent

reliability for the job and tasks evaluated

here.

Oasional repair neessary after wear

down of able or supporting strutures.

Lab work. Unreliable grip for opening jars, arrying

equipment or holding items.

Fully reliable.

Meetings, presenta-

tions.

The devie attrats far too muh unwar-

ranted attention by being too loud and still

too unreliable.

The CBPA allows for quik-swaps of the

terminal devie ("hook") against a hand.

As this devie works �awlessly with regard

to grip reliability and no noise, it does not

distrat others nearly as muh.

Cost for operating or

running the devie.

Eah glove around 300-700 USD, lasting up

to 10-15 minutes. Devie at 80000 USD. For

a 3 year period of use with 12 weeks of on-

all work, 10 hours per day with 7 days a

week, assuming that a glove withstands 3

hours of atual work usage (whih it does

not), an hourly hardware ost of 198 USD/

hour is obtained.

No glove or weardown issues; hooks an be

overed with silione tubing if required (a

few ents per �tting). Prostheti arm at

6000 USD, ustom shoulder anhor at 3000

USD, ustom wrist at 1500 USD. For the

same 3 year period of use, hourly hardware

ost of about 5 USD results (about 2%).

Table 1:

♯
Not aeptable / not negotiable in work environment (e.g. due to item

being ostly or irreplaeable or hazardous or trae relevant or ontaminant).
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5 Result / side by side omparison

Side by side omparison (Table 1) with wearing these devies for 12-14 hours

a day for two weeks under real work onditions shows that the CBPA provides

reliable, omfortable, e�etive, powerful as well as subtle servie with minimal

maintenane; most notably, grip reliability, grip dosage, grip performane, enter

of balane, omponent wear down, sweat / temperature independene and skin

state are good. � Grip strength of TBI ∼1,6kg. Grip strength of CBPA (Hosmer

work hook) ∼5kg. Grip strength of left hand ∼47kg (above upper tertile for

bimanual males aged 54 years of age[39℄). TBI weight 1030g (895g soket, battery,

wrist and terminal devie; 135g liner w/eletrodes, enter of gravity (COG) ∼6

m distal to stump end. CBPA weight 755g (630g soket, wrist and devie; 125g

liner), COG ∼3m proximal of stump end.

6 Disussion

De�nitions

"Real life" and "real life user" (as used here) will refer to "hard bimanual work"

[13℄ and to people in blue ollar type jobs that ontain hallenges similar to the

aforementioned workplae. The delineation between blue ollar type "real work"

and white ollar type "work"[40℄ is easy to make for real men used to "haking"

their own realities[41℄. To lean bak and hill is not everyone's idea of a ful�lled

life though. Also, WS' assoiated hand/s on experiene re. laundry handling (i.e.,

why is this[18℄ not useful ) if only due to sheer volume is seondary to none.

This approah was suessful beause we targeted attainable

goals

This omparison pushed the envelope of available body powered tehnology far,

basially by solving three problems that were previously not or only partly solved:

harness "omfort" and nerve pressure, wrist onnetor stability, and able shred-

ding. Conversely, myoeletri tehnology � in this ase an i-Limb (Touh Bionis,

Great Britain) � su�ered from a whole array of inherent and manufaturer re-

lated issues that ould not be addressed or �xed to any satisfying degree. The well
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haraterized and doumented TBI-related problems are not ompatible with any

of the three listed work requirement domains (�eld work, lab/o�e, meetings),

while the CBPA runs up a total of hourly osts at just around 2% of the TBI

(Table 1). Thus, myoeletri tehnology fails "real life" in a number of dimen-

sions and to a onsiderable degree due to issues that just annot be �xed. These

insights are also relevant as Swiss disability insurane spei�ally and expliitly

supports prostheses that enable atual work integration.

Competitive hallenge design

Any "real life user" will need to ompare various prostheti and non-prostheti

options and develop di�erent skills for the same ativity. Tehnial omparisons

make sense from a onstrutor view one options are optimized, well geared and

su�iently trained. Competitive hallenges thus should be aompanied by ou-

pational therapy and professionally related instrutions, allow for training, allow

for several repetitions with di�erent approahes and allow for a range of quantita-

tive and qualitative, possibly job- and outome related metris. With that, pros-

theti arms ideally are individualized items geared towards spei� job tasks and

any "ompetition" will have to ompare various approahes under these ondi-

tions within the same individual. Where possible, testing must be done seriously,

using standardized equipment, that test realisti manipulative ativities.

Risks and hanes for R&D

Largely absent body powered arm R&D fails "real life users" ausing them to

abandon prostheti arm options. Aademi and industrial R&D missed out on

identifying and on solving well known and published[42, 14℄ problems of body

powered arms (harness pressure an be relieved also di�erently, but this shoulder

brae introdues far shorter ontrol paths; wrist stability has been an issue for

deades; able shredding is a well known problem that was identi�ed but not

solved[43℄ despite spae exploration relevane[44℄: all these researh topis had

been up for grabs for deades!). This is beause myoeletri arms are almost

omprehensively worthless for "real life" appliations, whereas they seem to be

preferred by industries for pure business reasons. An expliit abandonment of

atual rehabilitation fous of R&D in industry or researh, however, may also
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push the user to develop their own solutions. That emanipates the user while

training him to bypass all kinds of o�ial "positions of power" and to pile up

knowledge pertaining to import and sales, design, patenting, assembly, testing,

appliation � that, however, neither any self respeting aademia or industry

representative may really want to risk, partiularly if they want to maintain or

even expand their "positions of power". The design mantra of "giving an arm

amputee humaneness bak" neessarily requires viewing arm amputees as lesser

human (beause otherwise, nothing to give bak in terms of humaneness), whih

seems to be a soial reality to a very serious degree[45, 46℄ regardless of what

type of prostheti hand is worn, also seeing just how little atually user-driven

design atually takes plae. With that, one may argue that to build a "bioni"

hand satis�es at least "symboli" expetations, but then, even disabled people

nowadays improve their "symbol" domain with ever inreasingly hard physial

(not primarily symboli) ativities; this may inlude arm amputees riding up the

Stelvio Pass on their biyle[47℄; in one dediated arm amputee related private in-

ternet support forum, the last onseutive 29 posts addressed strenuous physial

ativities and related prostheti issues (8 posts), motivation and disrimination

aspets (8 posts), general queries (8 posts) and welome noties for new mem-

bers (5); this points to the fat that strenuous sweaty and hard ativities are

regarded as relevant within that ommunity. Myoeletri tehnology in "real life"

hinges upon ritial innovations that are absent sine deades: suspension must

allow for profuse sweating over hours without signi�ant skin damage; terminal

devies must be robust and funtional in a "real life" sense (see de�nition/weight

ranges above); eletroni funtion must be �awless and not subjet to postural

interferene, and power supplies need to funtion at ambient temperatures as low

as -20 deg C. With that, even military or spae appliations[44℄ suh as remote

robot ontrol might greatly bene�t from advaned body powered tehnology with

sweat independent snug tight real time ontrols and preise loation/motion sen-

sors, rather than sluggish, error prone or invasively plaed myoeletri devies.

Risks and hanes for soiety

For our soiety as a whole, the urrent strong myoeletri researh and devel-

opment fous is a risk as it may fore too many arm amputees to fae loss of

jobs given useless prostheti arms and then go down paths of serious biographi
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unertainty and loss. As a soiety, "we" only make this hoie against far more

empowering body powered tehnology R&D knowingly if the overall risk for "us

all" is low. In the instane of us arm amputees one an safely say that we are

so rare and few that ours being a ynial soiety may regard as entirely safe to

"play" with us arm amputees' fates and "use" us for di�erent goals than atual

rehabilitation for our blue ollar jobs we loved, trained and wanted to work in.

Most arm amputees with a biographi need to rehabilitate lose their arm trau-

matially do so mostly in manual, fatory, manufaturing or onstrution site or

farming, and that are jobs where no myoeletri arm ever worked or funtioned

over any sensibly �naned period of time. Most deeply rewarding hobbies are

manual or physial, involving sports, �shing, wood arving and more. To simul-

taneously hold a job like that and to be able to push innovation to atually useful

prostheti arms is a hard streth most annot provide, so R&D is alled upon and

must be done for arm amputees by others. Without the even slightest surprise at

all, suiide rates within that small ommunity of below elbow amputees is mas-

sive (20% of deaths within below elbow amputee subgroup ompared to under

10% for other amputees[48℄). So in short, not everyone an or wants to a�ord

the urrent obsession on myoeletri prostheti arm researh, whih in part may

translate as a ynially hosen researh fous. Body powered tehnology requires

further mehani and material researh and ideas for it to deliver its potential

even more, but it already funtions and works for "real work" unlike "bioni"

arms, and it ontains true potential for atual further improvement � if, at all,

researhers and developers allow for "real work" in their lab spae. Alternatively

they may lak understanding and thus prefer to give it up to some arm amputees

hell bent on living their lives.
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